CASE STUDY: A GLOBAL RETAILER

Implementing role-based
security for a leading
global retailer
Summary
Already providing a managed service to this
retailer, RSM Partners delivered a role-based
security system for the RACF mainframe
security product, better protecting the
business and helping reduce risks in a
complex threat landscape by enabling predefined roles to be assigned and managed
from the RSA Identity Governance and
Lifecycle product, and enabling automatic
management of mainframe RACF identities.

“RSM Partners brought its unique
mainframe, project management and
security expertise and experience to bear,
delivering a successful solution while
avoiding changes to any applications and
processes that were critical to our global
business.”

Background
With 500,000 employees, this major UK-based
retailer has more than 6,800 stores worldwide
plus a thriving online presence. The company had
outsourced its mainframe services to IBM in 2013,
with IBM delivering services from an offshore
service centre, which had proved challenging. IBM
engaged RSM at the request of the retailer for rapid
deployment of several skilled consultants, with the
RSM team then asked to take over the managed
service on behalf of IBM. The RSM Partners service
is a five-year resource-based managed service
delivering pure resourcing both onsite and remote.
The mainframe environment consists of two z13s,
25 LPARs in a SYSPLEX environment, and 12,240
MSUs under management. The eight-strong RSM

team includes a System Architect, z/OS and RACF
specialists, expertise in DB2, CICS, IMS, and specialists
in Storage and Networks.
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Challenges
The mainframe is critical to the smooth running of
the global business. Evolving over decades, however,
the mainframe environment was no longer providing
the levels of identity management and security
controls demanded by a modern retail operation.
“Business risks had increased, as we suffered from a
low level of architectural control and security database
maintenance, with multiple customized IBM products

in place, including CICS, IMS and DB2, having varying
security systems.” In addition, identity management
had to be implemented across all platforms, so
employee access rights could be tracked in a more
consistent manner for audit and compliance purposes.
The opportunity was to work more efficiently, with
increased security and better protections for a
complex business with multiple users.

Solution
The retailer knew that RSM Partners had the
necessary technical and security skills, plus project
management capability and a long history of
delivering detailed technical design, programming,
systems programming and security work, so had no
hesitation in trusting this business-critical project to
the team. With RSM’s enterpriseConnector software
used to execute and log RACF changes, the solution
included:

●● Conversion of the RACF environment to make
use of RACF ‘List of Groups’ processing
●● Automated Joiner, Mover, Leaver (JML)
procedures driven from the RSA Identity Manager
●● Governance and Lifecycle product
●● Clean-up of the RACF database
●● Re-structure access rights to align with newly
defined roles

Outcomes
“The RSM Partners team knows the
mainframe inside out and has the
resources and experience to tackle
complex mainframe projects like this providing tangible business benefits.”

To find out more, email info@rsmpartners.com
or visit www.rsmpartners.com
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The solution has resulted in a more controlled security
environment to meet compliance requirements and
to better protect the retailer and its operations in an
ever-evolving threat landscape. Error reductions and
cost savings have also been achieved by reducing the
manual effort required to provision new mainframe
users, and with userids now being maintained in
a more efficient and consistent manner. RSM’s
enterpriseConnector offering is an integral part of this
provisioning process - enterpriseConnector is able
to integrate with commercial off-the-shelf or home
grown identity management solutions. RSM delivered
the project on time and within budget.

